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Determining Unique Fingerprint Features for Biometric Encoding of Data

Catalin Cucu, Alex Cucos and Peter Corcoran, Member, IEEE
National University of Ireland, Galway

Abstract- A novel approach to determining unique fingerprint features with high repeatability is described. The techniques described are particularly suitable for CE applications and devices employing inexpensive capacitative fingerprint sensors. The extraction of robust seeds for generating repeatable encryption keys is discussed and some preliminary approaches are described.

I.INTRODUCTION

Typical applications for biometric authentication require very accurate sensing technique with high repeatability [1] or a complex analysis technique [2] which can compensate for variations in the sensing process.

Our interests lie in applying authentication techniques to CE devices and services and in the use of biometrics to manage digital content [3]. These CE applications have very different requirements. The strict level of authentication used in specialized business applications is simply not required; faster response times and greater certainty of correct user authentication are desirable. Using these criteria would enable biometric authentication to be built directly into the recording switch on a digital media recorder.

II.FINGERPRINT MATCHING TECHNIQUES

In this paper we focus on a novel approach to extracting robust, rotation invariant features from a typical set of fingerprint minutiae. To place our work in context it is useful to quickly summarize some of the prior art in fingerprint analysis.

Quite a few different algorithms have evolved, particularly from the field of image registration to determine an optimal match between two 2D point patterns. Amongst the most recent approaches we mention the iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) described in [4]. For real-time applications [5] examines performance improvements to the basic algorithm. However such algorithms are unsuited to our purposes as they assume a correspondence between the point sets to be matched and are not optimized to indicate quickly when point sets are unlikely to allow a good match.

Fig 1: UI to our Fingerprint Analysis Tools

An alternative approach to fingerprint pattern matching is provided by analyzing the ridge-field fingerprint pattern. This provides useful global information which is relatively robust to the quality of image acquisition [6]. When combined with local, minutiae based features the use of this orientation field data provides accurate and robust matching [7]. However the algorithms proposed by these authors are too slow for consumer applications.

A number of authors have turned their attention to another approach based on the use of local triangular features formed from nearest-neighbor minutiae groupings [8-11]. One weakness in the use of such triangular descriptors, and indeed for all of the above techniques is that they are susceptible to erroneous acquisition data.

III.DETERMINATION OF UNIQUE AND ROBUST FEATURES

Bearing the above considerations in mind we have developed a novel approach to extracting repeatable fingerprint features from the unreliable minutiae feature sets which occur when low-resolution fingerprint sensors are employed for biometric authentication or encoding applications. Our approach draws inspiration partly from the local triangular features described by the authors of [11]. To overcome the problem of unreliable minutiae we only require that a repeatable feature consists of two corresponding minutiae, and each minutiae point may be analyzed in terms of the set of features it shares with its neighboring minutiae...
points. This is illustrated in Fig 2 below.

To properly determine a set of such repeatable two-point features we employ a multi-stage enrollment where the user must provide a set of, typically, 4-6 fingerprint scans. After each scan the set of determined features is classified into a set of angle and distance bins. Minutiae are matched across the set of scans – this is easily achieved by a comparison of the extracted feature sets. Then the most repeatable features from each minutiae are recorded across the set of enrollment scans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighbor</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Angle</th>
<th>Self Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>284.1°</td>
<td>50.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>209.7°</td>
<td>143.2°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>296.9°</td>
<td>242.6°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where a scan is of poor quality or yields a significantly higher or lower number of minutiae points it is rejected and the enrollee is requested to enter additional enrollment scans as necessary.

The corresponding matching process involves obtaining a single fingerprint scan. The associated set of minutiae are analyzed for two-point features. Typically we begin at the central minutiae points and work outwards. A set of features is extracted for each minutiae point and compared with the enrolled features.

For CE applications, such as media encoding [12] it is typically sufficient to match two features on a common minutiae, or to match three across different minutiae. When applications are more security conscious it may be required to match a larger number of features.
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